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Abstract
The discrete Gaussian DL−t,s is the distribution that assigns to each vector x in a shifted lattice
L − t probability proportional to e−pi‖x‖2/s2 . It has long been an important tool in the study of
lattices. More recently, algorithms for discrete Gaussian sampling (DGS) have found many appli-
cations in computer science. In particular, polynomial-time algorithms for DGS with very high
parameters s have found many uses in cryptography and in reductions between lattice problems.
And, in the past year, Aggarwal, Dadush, Regev, and Stephens-Davidowitz showed 2n+o(n)-time
algorithms for DGS with a much wider range of parameters and used them to obtain the current
fastest known algorithms for the two most important lattice problems, the Shortest Vector Problem
(SVP) and the Closest Vector Problem (CVP).
Motivated by its increasing importance, we investigate the complexity of DGS itself and its
relationship to CVP and SVP. Our first result is a polynomial-time dimension-preserving reduc-
tion from DGS to CVP. There is a simple reduction from CVP to DGS, so this shows that DGS
is equivalent to CVP. Our second result, which we find to be more surprising, is a polynomial-
time dimension-preserving reduction from centered DGS (the important special case when t = 0)
to SVP. In the other direction, there is a simple reduction from γ-approximate SVP for any γ =
Ω(
√
n/ log n), and we present some (relatively weak) evidence to suggest that this might be the
best achievable approximation factor.
We also show that our CVP result extends to a much wider class of distributions and even to
other norms.
1 Introduction
A lattice L ⊂ Qn is the set of all integer linear combinations of some linearly independent basis
vectors b1, . . . , bn ∈ Qn.
The two central computational problems on lattices are the Shortest Vector Problem (SVP) and the
Closest Vector Problem (CVP). Given a lattice L ⊂ Qn, the SVP is to find a shortest non-zero vector in
L. Given a lattice L ⊂ Qn and a target vector t ∈ Qn, the CVP is to find a vector in L whose distance
to t is minimal.
Algorithms for SVP and CVP, in both their exact and approximate versions, have found many
diverse applications in computer science. They have been used to factor polynomials over the ratio-
nals [LLL82], solve integer programming [Len83, Kan87, DPV11], and break cryptographic schemes [Odl90,
JS98, NS01]. And, over the past twenty years, a wide range of strong cryptographic primitives have
been constructed with their security based on the worst-case hardness of the approximate versions of
these problems [Ajt96, MR07, GPV08, Gen09, Pei09, Reg09, LPR10, BV11, BV14].
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Both problems are known to be hard, even to approximate to within the nearly polynomial factor
of nc/ log log n for some constant c [ABSS93, Ajt98, CN98, BS99, DKRS03, Mic01, Kho05, Mic12, HR12].
Indeed, CVP is in some sense “lattice complete” in that nearly all well-studied lattice problems
are reducible to CVP via dimension-preserving (and approximation-factor-preserving) reductions.
(See [Mic08] for a list of such problems.) In particular, a dimension-preserving reduction from SVP
to CVP has long been known [GMSS99]. However, the best-known dimension-preserving reduction
in the other direction only reduces O(
√
n)-approximate CVP to SVP.
A powerful tool for studying lattices is the discrete Gaussian, the probability distribution DL−t,s
that assigns to each vector x ∈ L − t probability proportional to its Gaussian mass, e−pi‖x‖2/s2 , for
a lattice L ⊂ Qn, shift vector t ∈ Qn, and parameter s > 0. The discrete Gaussian and the closely
related theta functions have been used to prove transference theorems on lattices [Ban93, Cai03]; to
show that
√
n-approximate CVP and SVP are in co-NP [AR05]; to embed flat tori in a Hilbert space
with low distortion [HR13]; to solve the Bounded Distance Decoding Problem [LLM06]; and even in
the study of the Riemann zeta function (e.g., in [BPY01]).
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Figure 1: Two very different discrete Gaussian distributions in two dimensions. On the left is DZ2,10.
On the right is DL−t,5, where L is spanned by 3e1 and e2/2, and t = 3e1/2+ e2/4 is a “deep hole.”
Note that the discrete Gaussian is concentrated on relatively short vectors. In particular, in the
important special case when the discrete Gaussian is centered so that t = 0, DL,s assigns higher weight
to shorter lattice vectors. This suggests a connection between DL,s and SVP. In the more general case,
DL−t,s is concentrated on short vectors in the shifted lattice L− t. By translating this distribution by
t (i.e., considering the distribution of DL−t,s + t), we obtain a distribution over the lattice that assigns
higher weight to the vectors that are closest to t, suggesting a connection between DL−t,s and CVP. As
the parameter s becomes lower, the distribution becomes more concentrated. Indeed, one can show
that samples from DL−t,s (when suitably translated) yield (1 + α
√
n)-approximate solutions to CVP
when s ≈ dist(t,L)/α. (See Figure 1 for two examples of the discrete Gaussian in two dimensions.)
Largely because of its connection to other lattice problems, algorithms for discrete Gaussian
sampling (DGS) have recently played an important role in computer science. Gentry, Peikert, and
Vaikuntanathan introduced a polynomial-time trapdoor algorithm for sampling from the discrete
Gaussian with very high parameters s in order to construct a secure signature scheme [GPV08]. And,
many reductions between lattice problems use a DGS algorithm as a subroutine [Reg09, Pei10, MP13,
BLP+13]. But, these reductions also only work for very high parameters s. In particular, all previ-
ously known polynomial-time algorithms (even those with access to trapdoors and oracles) can only
sample from DL−t,s when s is significantly above the “smoothing parameter” of the lattice, in which
case the discrete Gaussian “looks like a continuous Gaussian distribution” in a certain precise sense
that we do not define here. (See [MR07] for the formal definition.)
In the past year, Aggarwal, Dadush, Regev, and Stephens-Davidowitz introduced an exponential-
time algorithm for sampling from the discrete Gaussian with much lower parameters in order to
solve exact SVP [ADRS15], and [ADS15] showed how to extend this result to CVP. These are the
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Shift Parameter Time Notes
Any t s ≥ 2n log n/ log log n · λn poly(n) [AKS01, GPV08]
Any t s ≥ γ√log n · λn – Reduces to γ-approx. SVP [GPV08, BLP+13].
Any t s √n · η – Quantum reduction to LWE [Reg09].
Any t s ≥ √2 · η 2n/2+o(n) Outputs 2n/2 samples [ADRS15].
Any t s & 2−n/ log n dist(t,L) 2n+o(n) Outputs many samples [ADS15].
* Any t Any s – Equivalent to CVP.
* Any t Any s 2n+o(n) Follows from equivalence and [ADS15].
t = 0 Any s 2n+o(n) Outputs 2n/2 samples [ADRS15].
* t = 0 Any s – Reduces to SVP.
Table 1: Known results concerning the problem of sampling from DL−t,s. Lines marked with a * are
new results. We have omitted some constants. η is the smoothing parameter, as defined in [MR07],
and λn is the nth successive minimum. (They are related by η/
√
log n . λn .
√
n · η, where the
upper bound is tight for the lattices that are relevant for cryptography. We also have have dist(t,L) ≤√
nλn/2.)
current fastest-known algorithms for SVP and CVP. In particular, [ADRS15] showed how to sample
exponentially many vectors from the centered discrete Gaussian for any parameter s in 2n+o(n) time,
which yields a solution to SVP. [ADS15] extended this work to show how to sample many vectors
from DL−t,s for very small parameters s ≈ dist(t,L)/2n, also in 2n+o(n) time. Surprisingly, they
showed how to use such an algorithm to construct a 2n+o(n)-time algorithm for CVP.1 (In Table 1, we
summarize the previous known algorithms for discrete Gaussian sampling, together with the results
of this work.)
All of these results reflect the increasing prominence of discrete Gaussian sampling algorithms in
computer science. However, they left open a natural question: what is the complexity of DGS itself?
In particular, prior to this work, DGS was one of the only prominent lattice problems not known to be
reducible to CVP via a dimension-preserving reduction. (Another important example is the Lattice
Isomorphism Problem.) In fact, previously, there was simply no known algorithm that sampled from
DL−t,s for an arbitrary shift t and parameter s > 0, and it was not even known whether sampling
from the centered distribution DL,s could be reduced to a problem in NP. (Since DGS is a sampling
problem, it technically cannot be placed directly in classes of decision problems or search problems
like NP or FNP. But, we can still reduce it to such problems. See, e.g., [Aar14] for a discussion of the
complexity of sampling problems and their relationship to search problems.)
1.1 Our results
Our first main result is a dimension-preserving reduction from discrete Gaussian sampling to CVP.
(See Theorem 3.6.) This immediately implies two important corollaries. First, together with the
relatively straightforward reduction from CVP to DGS (see Section 7), this shows that CVP and DGS
are equivalent via efficient dimension-preserving reductions. In particular, this suggests that the
approach of [ADS15] is in some (weak) sense the “correct” way to attack CVP, since we now know
that any faster algorithm for CVP necessarily implies a similarly efficient discrete Gaussian sampler,
and vice versa. Second, together with the result of [ADS15], this gives a 2n+o(n)-time algorithm for
discrete Gaussian sampling that works for any parameter s and shift t, the first known algorithm for
1It is easy to see that a discrete Gaussian sampler that works for any t and any s is sufficient to solve CVP efficient. (We
include a proof in Section 7 for completeness.) The difficulty in [ADS15] is that the sampler only works for parameters s
greater than roughly dist(t,L)/2n. While this minimum value is very small, this does not seem to be enough to efficiently
solve exact CVP on its own. [ADS15] manage to solve exact CVP in spite of this difficulty because their DGS algorithm
outputs very many samples, which they use to recursively find an exact closest vector.
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this problem.
Our second main result is a dimension-preserving reduction from centered DGS to SVP. (See The-
orem 4.6.) As we describe below, this result requires quite a bit more work, and we consider it to be
more surprising, since, in a fixed dimension, an SVP oracle seems to be significantly weaker than a
CVP oracle. In contrast to the CVP case, we know of no efficient reduction from SVP to centered DGS,
and we do not even know whether centered DGS is NP-hard. (While [ADRS15] use centered DGS to
solve SVP, they require exponentially many samples to do so.) We present only a much weaker re-
duction from γ-approximate SVP to centered DGS for any γ = Ω(
√
n/ log n). We also show that, for
any γ = o(
√
n/ log n), no “simple” reduction from γ-SVP to centered DGS will work. (See Section 6.)
Finally, we note that our proofs do not make use of any unique properties of the discrete Gaussian
or of the `2 norm. We therefore show a much more general result: any distribution that is close to
a weighted combination of uniform distributions over balls in some norm reduces to CVP in this
norm. (See Section 5.) In particular, sampling from the natural `q analogue of the discrete Gaussian
is equivalent to CVP in the `q norm, under efficient dimension-preserving reductions. We imagine
that a similar result holds for SVP, but since we know of no application, we do not endeavor to prove
such a result in the more difficult setting of SVP.
1.2 Proof overview
We now provide a high-level description of our techniques.
Reduction from DGS to CVP. Our basic idea is to sample from the discrete Gaussian DL−t,s in
two natural steps. We first sample some radius r from a carefully chosen distribution. We then
sample a uniformly random point in (L − t) ∩ rBn2 . In particular, the distribution on the radius
should assign probability to each radius r that is roughly proportional to e−pir2/s2 · |(L − t) ∩ rBn2 |.
(See the proof of Theorem 3.6 for the exact distribution.) So, in order to solve DGS, it suffices to (1)
compute |(L− t)∩ rBn2 | for arbitrary r, and (2) sample a uniformly random point from (L− t)∩ rBn2 .
We actually use the same technical tool to solve both problems: lattice sparsification, as intro-
duced by Khot [Kho05] (though our analysis is more similar to that of Dadush and Kun [DK13] and
[DRS14]). Intuitively, sparsification allows us to sample a random sublattice L′ ⊂ L of index p such
that for any vector x ∈ L, we have Pr[x ∈ L′] ≈ 1/p. Suppose we could find a sublattice L′ such
that for the closest N ≈ p points to t in L, we have Pr[x ∈ L′] = 1/p, independently of the other
points. Then, this would suffice for our two use cases. In particular, if the lattice has N points in
the ball of a given radius around t, then L′ − t would have a point in this ball with probability very
close to N/p. We can use a CVP oracle to approximate this probability empirically, and we therefore
obtain a good approximation for the number of lattice points in any ball. (We achieve an approxima-
tion factor of 1 + 1/ f (n) for any f (n) = poly(n). See Theorem 3.5.) Similarly, if we know that the
number of lattice points in a ball of radius r around t is roughly N, then we can take p = poly(n) · N
and repeatedly sample L′ until L′ has a point inside the ball of radius r around t. The resulting point
will be a nearly uniformly random sample from the lattice points in the ball of radius r around t.
Combining these two operations allows us to sample from the discrete Gaussian using a CVP oracle,
as described above. (See Theorem 3.6.)
Unfortunately, sparsification does not give us exactly this distribution. More specifically, sparsifi-
cation works as follows. Given a prime p and lattice basis B, we sample z ∈ Znp uniformly at random
and define the corresponding sparsified sublattice as
L′ := {x ∈ L : 〈z, B−1x〉 ≡ 0 mod p} . (1)
Then, for any vector x ∈ L, we have Pr[x ∈ L′] = 1/p unless x ∈ pL (in which case x is always in
L′). Unfortunately, even if we ignore the issue that points in pL do not behave properly, it is easy
to see that these probabilities are not at all independent. For example, if x = αy, then x ∈ L′ if and
only if y ∈ L′. And of course, more complex dependencies can exist as well. Fortunately, we can
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get around this by using an idea from [DRS14] (and implicit in [DK13]). In particular, we can show
that the probabilities are close to independent if we also shift the sublattice L′ by a “random lattice
vector” w ∈ L. I.e., while the distribution of the points in L′ ∩ (rBn2 + t) might be very complicated,
each point in L ∩ (rBn2 + t) will land in L′ −w with probability ≈ 1/p, and their distributions are
nearly independent. (See Theorem 3.1 for the precise statement.) Our CVP oracle makes no distinc-
tion between lattices and shifted lattices (we can just shift t by w), so this solution suffices for our
purposes.
Reduction from centered DGS to SVP. Our reduction from centered DGS to SVP uses the same
high-level ideas described above, but the details are a bit more complicated. As in the CVP case,
our primary tool is lattice sparsification, in which we choose a sparsified sublattice as in Eq. (1). As
before, we wish to control the distribution of the shortest vector in L′, and we note that, ignoring
degenerate cases, x is a shortest vector of L′ if and only if x ∈ L′ and y1, . . . , yN /∈ L′ where the
yi ∈ L are the non-zero lattice vectors shorter than x (up to sign). However, as in the CVP case,
this probability can be affected by linear dependencies. In the CVP case, we solved this problem by
considering a random shift of L′. But, this solution clearly does not work here because an SVP oracle
simply “cannot handle” shifted lattices. We therefore have to deal explicitly with these dependencies.
The most obvious type of dependency occurs when x is not primitive, so that x = αyi for |α| > 1.
In this case, there is nothing that we can do—yi is shorter than x and yi ∈ L′ if and only if x ∈ L′, so
x will never be a shortest non-zero vector in L′. We therefore are forced to work with only primitive
vectors (i.e., lattice vectors that are not a scalar multiple of a shorter lattice vector). Even if we only
consider primitive vectors, it can still be the case that two such vectors are scalar multiples of each
other mod p, x ≡ αyi mod pL. Luckily, we show that this can only happen if there are Ω˜(p) primitive
vectors shorter than x in the lattice, so that this issue does not affect the Ω˜(p) shortest primitive
vectors. (See Lemma 2.18.) We also show that higher-order dependencies (e.g., equations of the form
x ≡ αyi + βyj mod pL) have little effect. (See Lemma 2.16.) So, the shortest non-zero vector in the
sparsified lattice will be distributed nearly uniformly over the Ω˜(p) shortest primitive vectors in the
original lattice. (See Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 for the precise statement, which might be useful
in future work.)
As in the CVP case, this suffices for our purposes. In particular, if there are N primitive lattice
vectors in the ball of radius r centered at the origin for N ≤ O˜(p), then there will be a non-zero
vector in L′ ∩ rBn2 with probability very close to N/p. With an SVP oracle, we can estimate this
probability, and this allows us to approximate the number of primitive lattice vectors in a ball with
very good accuracy. (See Theorem 4.5.) And, the sparsification algorithm and SVP oracle also allow
us to sample a primitive lattice vector in the ball of radius r around the origin with nearly uniform
probability, as in the CVP case. (See Lemma 4.3.)
Then, the same approach as before would allow us to use an SVP oracle to sample from the
discrete Gaussian over the primitive lattice vectors. In order to obtain the true discrete Gaussian,
we first “add 0 in” by estimating the total Gaussian mass ρs(L) and returning 0 with probability
1/ρs(L). Second, after sampling a primitive vector x using roughly the above idea, we sample an
integer coefficient z ∈ Z \ {0} according to a one-dimensional discrete Gaussian (using an algorithm
introduced by [BLP+13]) and output zx. If we choose the primitive vector appropriately, we show
that the resulting distribution is DL,s.2
2Interestingly, the problem of sampling from the centered discrete Gaussian over the primitive lattice vectors, or even
just the discrete Gaussian over L \ {0} might be strictly harder than centered DGS. In particular, in Section 6, we show a
family of lattices for which DL,s almost never returns a o(
√
n/ log n)-approximate shortest vector. However, it is easy to
see that the discrete Gaussian over the primitive lattice vectors or even just over the lattice without 0 will output the shortest
vector with overwhelming probability if the parameter s is sufficiently small. Therefore, both of these sampling problems
are actually polynomial-time equivalent to SVP, while we have some evidence to suggest that sampling from DL,s is not.
Indeed, we know of no application of centered DGS in which non-primitive vectors are actually desirable.
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1.3 Related work
DGS algorithms. There are now many very different algorithms for sampling from the discrete
Gaussian. (See Table 1.) The procedure of [GPV08] (which was originally introduced by Klein in
a different context [Kle00] and was later improved by Brakerski et al. [BLP+13]) is a randomized
variant of Babai’s celebrated nearest plane algorithm [Bab86]. It chooses the coordinates of a lattice
vector in a given basis one-by-one by sampling from appropriate shifts of the n one-dimensional
Gaussians generated by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of the basis vectors. Peikert showed a
similar algorithm that uses the one-dimensional Gaussians generated by the basis vectors themselves
instead of their Gram-Schmidt orthogonalizations [Pei09]. This yields an elliptical discrete Gaussian,
and Peikert convolves this with an elliptical continuous Gaussian in a clever way to obtain a spherical
discrete Gaussian. Both of these algorithms are useful for building trapdoor primitives because they
can sample from lower parameters if the input basis is shorter.
From our perspective, the algorithms of [Kle00, GPV08, BLP+13] and [Pei10] can be viewed as re-
ductions from DGS with high parameters s to approximate SVP, where a better approximation factor
allows us to sample with a lower parameter s by finding a better basis. And, Regev [Reg09] explicitly
showed a quantum reduction from DGS with large s to a different lattice problem. Indeed, many re-
ductions between lattice problems start by sampling vectors from DL,s for some large s using one of
these algorithms and then using an oracle for some lattice problem to find small combinations of the
samples whose average lies in the lattice (e.g., [Reg09, MP13]). One can show that the distribution of
the resulting average will be close to DL,s′ for some s′ < s (as long as certain conditions are met).
However, all of the above-mentioned algorithms only work above the smoothing parameter of
the lattice because they incur error that depends on “how smooth” the distribution is. Recently,
[ADRS15] showed that the averages of pairs of vectors sampled from the centered discrete Gaussian
will be distributed exactly as discrete Gaussians with a lower parameter, as long as we condition
on the averages lying in the lattice. They then showed how to choose such pairs efficiently and
proved that this is sufficient to sample from any centered discrete Gaussian in 2n+o(n) time—even for
parameters s below smoothing. [ADS15] then extended this idea to arbitrary Gaussians (as opposed
to just centered Gaussians) with very low parameters s & dist(t,L)/2n. In both cases, the sampler
actually outputs exponentially many vectors from the desired distribution.
Sparsification. The samplers in this work approach discrete Gaussian sampling in a completely
different way. (Indeed, the author repeatedly tried and failed to modify the above techniques to work
in our context.) Instead, as we described above, we use a new method of sampling based on lattice
sparsification. This tool was originally introduced by Khot for the purposes of proving the hardness
of approximating SVP [Kho05]. Khot analyzed the behavior of sparsification only on the specific
lattices that arose in his reduction, which were cleverly designed to “behave nicely” when sparsi-
fied. Later, Dadush and Kun analyzed the behavior of sparsification over general lattices [DK13] and
introduced the idea of adding a random shift to the target in order to obtain deterministic approxi-
mation algorithms for CVP in any norm. Dadush, Regev, and Stephens-Davidowitz used a similar
algorithm to obtain a reduction from approximate CVP to the same problem with an upper bound on
the distance to the lattice (and a slightly smaller approximation factor) [DRS14]. Our sparsification
analysis in the CVP case is most similar to that of [DRS14], though our reduction requires tighter
analysis.
However, in the SVP case our analysis is quite different from that of prior work. In particular,
we deal explicitly with primitive lattice vectors, which allows us to tightly analyze the behavior
of sparsification without a random shift. This seems necessary for studying the distribution of the
shortest vector of an arbitrary sparsified lattice, but prior work managed to avoid this by either
working with a specific type of lattice or adding a random shift.
Our use case for sparsification is also novel. In all prior work, sparsification was used to “filter
out annoying short vectors, leaving only desirable vectors behind.” We instead use it specifically to
sample from the resulting distribution of the shortest or closest vector in the sparsified lattice. We
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suspect that this technique will have additional applications.
Dimension-preserving reductions. More generally, this paper can be considered as part of a
long line of work that studies the relationships between various lattice problems under dimension-
preserving reductions. Notable examples include [GMSS99], which showed that SVP reduces to
CVP; [Mic08], which gave a reduction from SIVP to CVP; and [LM09], which showed the equiva-
lence of uSVP, GapSVP, and BDD up to polynomial approximation factors. In particular, this work
together with [Mic08] shows that exact SIVP, exact CVP, and DGS are all equivalent under dimension-
preserving reductions. (See [Ste15] for a summary of such reductions.)
1.4 Directions for future work
Centered DGS. In this work, we completely characterize the complexity of arbitrary discrete Gaus-
sian sampling by showing that it is equivalent to CVP under dimension-preserving reductions. But,
the complexity of centered DGS is still unknown. This is therefore the most natural direction for fu-
ture work. In particular, we show that centered DGS is no harder than SVP (and therefore no harder
than NP), but our lower bound only shows that it is at least as hard as γ-approximate SVP for any
γ = Ω(
√
n/ log n). The decision version of SVP is not NP-hard for such high approximation factors
unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, so there is a relatively large gap between our lower and
upper bounds. Indeed, for γ = Ω(
√
n/ log n), the decision version of γ-approximate SVP is known
to be in co-AM, and even in SZK [GG98].3 We provide some (relatively weak) evidence to suggest
that γ = Ω(
√
n/ log n) is the best achievable approximation factor (see Section 6), and we therefore
ask whether centered DGS can be reduced to an easier problem—perhaps even the search variant of
a problem in NP∩ co-AM.
A related and arguably much more important question is whether there is an algorithm for cen-
tered DGS that is faster than the 2n+o(n)-time algorithm of [ADRS15]—perhaps a sampler that out-
puts only one sample, as opposed to exponentially many. Indeed, [ADRS15] discuss possible ways to
improve their techniques to achieve a roughly 2n/2+o(n)-time algorithm for centered DGS, and they
make some progress towards this goal. It seems that entirely new techniques would be needed to
achieve running times below 2n/2. Any algorithm with a substantially better constant in the expo-
nent would be the asymptotically fastest algorithm to break nearly all lattice-based cryptographic
schemes.
Reductions to approximate lattice problems. We note that the sampling algorithm of [Kle00,
GPV08, BLP+13] and many of the DGS subroutines used in hardness proofs can be seen as dimension-
preserving reductions from DGS with very high parameters to approximate lattice problems. If one
simply plugs an exact SVP solver into these reductions, they will still only work for very high pa-
rameters. (More specifically, these works can be seen as reducing DGS with s & γ
√
log nλn(L) to
γ-approximate SVP or SIVP.) Our reductions, on the other hand, can handle any parameter but only
work with exact solvers.
We therefore ask if there are better reductions from DGS to approximate lattice problems with
a better lower bound on the parameter s than the one obtained in [GPV08, BLP+13]. Ideally, we
would like a smooth trade-off between the approximation factor γ and the lower bound on the pa-
rameter s that matches our result that works for any s in the exact case when γ = 1. But, any
non-trivial improvement over [GPV08, BLP+13] would be a major breakthrough. (A dimension-
preserving reduction from DGS with parameter s &
√
(γ− 1)/n · dist(t,L) to γ-approximate CVP
would show that the two problems are equivalent and therefore completely characterize DGS. Fur-
thermore, [LLM06, DRS14] show that it actually suffices to handle cases when either dist(t,L) &√
log n/n · λ1(L) or s is above the smoothing parameter.)
3The search problem could still potentially be NP-hard for such high approximation factors without violating any
widely believed complexity-theoretic conjectures. However, this seems unlikely.
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Indeed, it is still plausible that we could obtain a dimension-preserving reduction from centered
DGS to γ-approximate SVP for some 1 < γ .
√
n/ log n. A reduction with γ = Ω(
√
n/ log n)would
completely characterize the complexity of centered DGS, but it seems far out of reach. However, any
non-trivial γ > 1 would be quite interesting. In fact, DGS is essentially equivalent to centered DGS
above the smoothing parameter. (See, e.g., [ADRS15, Section 5.4].) So, a result for centered DGS
might also advance the study of arbitrary DGS above smoothing.
2 Preliminaries
For x ∈ Rn, we write ‖x‖ to represent the `2 norm of x. (Except for the last section, this is the only
norm that we consider.) We write rBn2 to represent the (closed) ball of radius r inR
n, rBn2 := {x ∈ Rn :
‖x‖ ≤ r}. We will make repeated use of the simple fact that (1+ 1/poly(n))1/C = 1+ 1/poly(n) for
any constant C.
2.1 Lattices
A lattice L ⊂ Rn is the set of all integer linear combinations of linearly independent vectors B =
(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Rn. B is called a basis of the lattice. As the basis is not unique, we often refer to the
lattice itself, as opposed to its representation by a basis.
We write λ1(L) for the length of a shortest non-zero vector in the lattice, and λ2(L) is the length of
a shortest vector in the lattice that is linearly independent from a vector of length λ1(L). For any t ∈
Rn, we define dist(t,L) := minx∈L‖x− t‖, and the covering radius is then µ(L) := maxt dist(t,L).
We will need basic bounds on λ1(L) and µ(L) for rational lattices in terms of the bit length of
the basis. (Many of our results are restricted to lattices and targets in Qn entirely for the sake of
bounds like this. We could instead work over the reals, provided that the chosen representation of
real numbers leads to similar bounds.)
Lemma 2.1. For any lattice L ⊂ Qn with basis B = (b1, . . . , bn), let m be a bound on the bit length of bi for
all i in the natural representation of rational numbers. Then,
2−nm ≤ λ1(L) ≤ 2m ,
and
2−nm−1 ≤ µ(L) ≤ n2m .
Proof. The first upper bound is trivial, as λ1(L) ≤ ‖b1‖ ≤ 2m. For the lower bound, let qi be a the
minimal positive integer such that qibi ∈ Zn. Note that qi ≤ 2m. Then, for any vector x ∈ L, we have
x ·∏i qi ∈ Zn. Therefore, λ1(L) ≥ ∏i q−1i ≥ 2−nm.
Similarly, the lower bound on µ(L) is trivial, as µ(L) ≥ λ1(L)/2 ≥ 2−nm−1. For the upper bound,
we have µ(L) ≤ ∑‖bi‖ ≤ n2m.
The following Lemma is due to [BHW93].
Lemma 2.2. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn and r > 0,
|L ∩ rBn2 | ≤ 1+
( 8r
λ1(L)
)n
.
Corollary 2.3. For any lattice L ⊂ Qn with basis (b1, . . . , bn), t ∈ Qn, and r > 0, let m be a bound on the
bit length of the bi for all i in the natural representation of rational numbers. Then,
|(L− t) ∩ rBn2 | ≤ 1+ (2+ r)poly(n,m) .
Proof. It suffices to bound |L ∩ (r + µ(L))Bn2 )|. The result then follows by applying Lemma 2.1 and
Lemma 2.2.
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2.2 The discrete Gaussian distribution
For x ∈ Rn and s > 0, we write ρs(x) := e−pi‖x‖2/s2 . For A ⊂ Rn, a discrete set, we write ρs(A) :=
∑x∈A ρs(x), and we define the discrete Gaussian distribution over A with parameter s, DA,s, as the
distribution that assigns probability ρs(x)/ρs(A) to all x ∈ A. When s = 1, we omit it and simply
write ρ(x), DL, etc.
Banaszczyk proved the following two useful bounds on the discrete Gaussian over lattices [Ban93].
Lemma 2.4. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn, s > 0, and t ∈ Rn,
ρs(L− t) ≥ e−pi dist(t,L)2/s2ρs(L) .
Lemma 2.5 ([DRS14, Lemma 2.13]). For any lattice L ⊂ Rn, s > 0, t ∈ Rn, and r ≥ 1/√2pi,
Pr
X∼DL−t,s
[‖X‖ ≥ rs√n] < ρs(L)
ρs(L− t)
(√
2pier2 exp(−pir2))n .
With this, we derive a corollary similar to [ADS15, Corollary 2.7].
Corollary 2.6. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn, s > 0, t ∈ Rn, and r ≥ 1/√2pi,
Pr
X∼DL−t,s
[‖X‖2 ≥ dist(t,L)2 + r2s2n] < (√2pier′2 exp(−pir2))n ,
where r′ :=
√
dist(t,L)2/(s2n) + r2. In particular, if
r ≥ 10
√
log
(
10+ dist(t,L)/(s√n)) ,
then
Pr
X∼DL−t,s
[‖X‖2 ≥ dist(t,L)2 + r2s2n] < e−r2n .
Proof. Combining the above two lemmas, we have
Pr
X∼DL−t,s
[‖X‖2 ≥ dist(t,L)2 + r2s2n] < epi‖t‖2/s2 · (√2pier′2 exp(−pir′2))n
=
(√
2pier′2 exp(−pir2))n ,
as needed.
Now, suppose, r ≥ 10
√
log
(
10+ dist(t,L)/(s√n)). We consider two cases. First, suppose
dist(t,L)
s
√
n < 1. Then, we have r
′2 < 2r2 < er
2
2pie , and the result follows. Otherwise, we have
r′2 =
dist(t,L)2
s2n
· (1+ r2s2n/ dist(t,L)2) < dist(t,L)
2
s2n
· exp
( r2s2n
dist(t,L)2
)
.
So,
√
2pier′2 exp(−pir2) < dist(t,L)
s
· √2pie/n · exp
( r2s2n
2 dist(t,L)2 − pir
2
)
<
dist(t,L)
s
· √2pie/n · e(1/2−pi)r2
< e−r
2
,
as needed.
The following lemma is actually true for “almost all lattices,” in a certain precise sense that is
outside the scope of this paper. (See, e.g., [Sie45].)
Lemma 2.7. For any n ≥ 1, there is a lattice L ⊂ Qn such that for any s > 0, ρs(L) ≥ 1 + sn and
λ1(L) >
√
n/10.
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2.3 Lattice problems
Definition 2.8. For any parameter γ ≥ 1, γ-SVP (the Shortest Vector Problem) is the search problem defined
as follows: The input is a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Qn. The goal is to output a lattice vector x with 0 < ‖x‖ ≤
γλ1(L).
Definition 2.9. For any parameter γ ≥ 1, γ-CVP (the Closest Vector Problem) is the search problem defined
as follows: The input is a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Qn and a target vector t ∈ Qn. The goal is to output a
lattice vector x with ‖x− t‖ ≤ γdist(t,L).
We will mostly be interested in the exact case, when γ = 1, in which case we simply write SVP
and CVP respectively. Note that there may be many shortest lattice vectors or closest lattice vectors
to t.
Definition 2.10. For γ ≥ 1 and ε ≥ 0, we say that a distribution X is (γ, ε)-close to a distribution Y if there
is another distribution X′ with the same support as Y such that
1. the statistical distance between X and X′ is at most ε; and
2. for all x in the support of Y, Pr[Y = x]/γ ≤ Pr[X′ = x] ≤ γPr[Y = x] .
Definition 2.11. For any parameters ε ≥ 0 and γ ≥ 1, (γ, ε)-DGS (the Discrete Gaussian Sampling problem)
is defined as follows: The input is a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Qn, a shift t ∈ Qn, and a (rational) parameter
s > 0. The goal is to output a vector whose distribution is (γ, ε)-close to DL−t,s.
Definition 2.12. For any parameters ε ≥ 0 and γ ≥ 1, (γ, ε)-cDGS (the centered Discrete Gaussian Sam-
pling problem) is defined as follows: The input is a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Qn and a (rational) parameter
s > 0. The goal is to output a vector whose distribution is (γ, ε)-close to DL,s.
DGS is typically defined with an additional parameter σ ≥ 0, such that the algorithm only needs
to output discrete Gaussian samples if s > σ. Since both of our reductions achieve σ = 0, we omit
this parameter.
2.4 Algorithms for one-dimensional Gaussians
Brakerski, Langlois, Peikert, Regev, and Stehle´ show how to efficiently sample from the one-dimensional
discrete Gaussian DZ+c,s for any c ∈ R and s > 0 [BLP+13]. For completeness, we describe a slightly
modified version of their algorithm to sample from DZ\{0},s.
Lemma 2.13. There is an algorithm that samples from DZ\{0},s for any s > 0 in (expected) polynomial time.
Proof. We describe an algorithm that samples from DZ+,s, which is clearly sufficient. Let Z :=
e−pi/s2 +
∫ ∞
1 e
−pix2/s2dx. The algorithm outputs 1 with probability e−pi/s2 /Z. Otherwise, it samples x
from the one-dimensional continuous Gaussian with parameter s restricted to the interval (1,∞). Let
y := dxe. With probability e−pi(y2−x2)/s2 , the algorithm outputs y. Otherwise, it repeats.
On a single run of the algorithm, for any integer z ≥ 2, the probability that the algorithm outputs
z is
1
Z
·
∫ z
z−1
e−pix
2/s2 · e−pi(z2−x2)/s2dx = e
−piz2/s2
Z
.
And, the probability that the algorithm outputs 1 is of course e−pi/s2 /Z. So, the algorithm outputs
the correct distribution.
It remains to bound the expected running time. After a single run, the algorithm outputs an
integer with probability
ρs(Z+)
Z
=
ρs(Z+)
e−pi/s2 +
∫ ∞
1 e
−pix2/s2dx
≥ 1
2
.
It follows that it runs in expected polynomial time.
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Furthermore, we will need to efficiently compute ρs(Z \ {0}) for arbitrary s. Brakerski et al. give
a simple algorithm for this problem as well. (Here, we ignore the bit-level concerns of what it means
to “efficiently compute” a real number, as this will not be an issue for us.)
Claim 2.14. There is an efficient algorithm that computes ρs(Z \ {0}).
2.5 Lattice vectors mod p and Znp
Our primary technical tool will be lattice sparsification, in which we consider the sublattice
L′ := {x ∈ L : 〈z, B−1x〉 ≡ 0 mod p} ,
where p is some prime, z ∈ Znp is uniformly random, and B is a basis of the lattice L ⊂ Qn. As such,
we will need some lemmas concerning the behavior of lattice vectors mod pL. We first simply note
that we can compute L′ efficiently.
Claim 2.15. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Rn, a number
p ∈ Z+, and a vector z ∈ Znp and outputs a basis B′ for
L′ := {x ∈ L : 〈z, B−1x〉 ≡ 0 mod p} .
Proof. On input B = (b1, . . . , bn), p ∈ Z+, and z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Znp, if z = 0, the algorithm
simply outputs B. Otherwise, we assume without loss of generality that zn 6= 0. The algorithm then
computes B−T = (b∗1 , . . . , b
∗
n). It sets
Bˆ :=
(
b∗1 , . . . , b
∗
n−1,
1
q∑ zib
∗
i
)
.
Finally, it outputs B′ := Bˆ−T.
A quick computation shows that Bˆ has full rank and that B′ is indeed a basis for L′.
Since we will only be concerned with the coordinates of the vectors mod p, it will suffice to work
over Znp.
Lemma 2.16. For any prime p and collection of vectors x, v1, . . . , vN ∈ Znp \ {0} such that x is not a scalar
multiple of any of the vi, we have
1
p
− N
p2
≤ Pr [〈z, x〉 ≡ 0 mod p and 〈z, vi〉 6≡ 0 mod p ∀i] ≤ 1p ,
where z is sampled uniformly at random from Znp.
Proof. For the upper bound, it suffices to note that, since x is non-zero, 〈z, x〉 is uniformly distributed
over Zp. Therefore, Pr[〈z, x〉 ≡ 0 mod p] = 1/p. For the lower bound, note that A := {y ∈ Znp :
〈y, x〉 ≡ 0 mod p} and Bi := {y ∈ Znp : 〈y, vi〉 ≡ 0 mod p} are distinct subspaces of dimension
n − 1. Therefore, A ∩ Bi is a subspace of dimension n − 2 with pn−2 elements. Let B := ⋃ Bi. It
follows that
Pr
[〈z, x〉 ≡ 0 mod p and 〈z, vi〉 6≡ 0 mod p] = |A \ B||Znp|
≥ |A| −∑i |A ∩ Bi||Znp|
=
pn−1 − Npn−2
pn
=
1
p
− N
p2
.
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Corollary 2.17. For any prime p, collection of vectors v1, . . . , vN ∈ Znp, and x ∈ Znp with x 6= vi for any i,
we have
1
p
− N
p2
− N
pn−1
≤ Pr [〈z, x + c〉 ≡ 0 mod p and 〈z, vi + c〉 6≡ 0 mod p ∀i] ≤ 1p + 1pn ,
where z and c are sampled uniformly and independently at random from Znp.
Proof. For the upper bound, it suffices to note that Pr[〈z, x + c〉 ≡ 0 mod p] ≤ 1p + 1pn .
Turning to the lower bound, note that for any i, we have Pr[vi + c = 0] = 1/pn. By union bound,
the probability that vi + c = 0 for any i is at most N/pn. Now, fix i, and note that if there exists some
α ∈ Zp \ {1} such that α(vi + c) = x + c, then we must have
c =
αvi − x
1− α .
There are therefore at most p − 1 values for c that satisfy the above—one for each value of α. So,
the probability that c will satisfy the above equation for any α is at most (p− 1)/pn. Taking a union
bound over all i, we see that the probability that x + c is a multiple of any of the vi + c is at most
N(p− 1)/pn. The result then follows from Lemma 2.16 and union bound.
2.6 Primitive lattice vectors
For a lattice L ⊂ Rn, we say that x ∈ L is non-primitive in L if x = ky for some y ∈ L and k ≥ 2.
Otherwise, x is primitive in L. Let Lprim be the set of primitive vectors in L. For a radius r > 0,
let ξ(L, r) := |Lprim ∩ rBn2 |/2 be the number of primitive lattice vectors in a (closed) ball of radius r
around the origin (counting x and −x as a single vector).
We will need the following technical lemma, which shows that relatively short primitive vectors
cannot be scalar multiples of each other mod p.
Lemma 2.18. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn with basis B, suppose x1, x2 ∈ L are primitive with x1 6= ±x2 and
‖x1‖ ≥ ‖x2‖ such that
B−1x1 ≡ αB−1x2 mod p
for any number p ≥ 100 and α ∈ Zp. Then, ξ(L, ‖x1‖) > p/(20 log p).
Proof. We assume α 6= 0, since otherwise x1 is not even primitive. So, we have that x1 − qx2 ∈
pL \ {0} for some integer q ≡ α mod p with 0 < |q| ≤ p/2. Let y := (x1 − qx2)/p ∈ L and note
that y is not a multiple of x2. It suffices to find at least dp/(20 log p)e primitive vectors in the lattice
spanned by y and x2 that are at least as short as x1.
We consider two cases. If q = ±1, then for i = 0, . . . , p − 1, the vectors iy + qx2 are clearly
primitive in the lattice spanned by y and x2, and we have
‖iy + qx2‖ = ‖ix1 + q(p− i)x2‖/p ≤ ‖x1‖ ,
as needed.
Now, suppose |q| > 1. Then, for i = dp/4e, . . . , bp/2c, let ki be an integer such that |ki − iq/p| ≤
1/2 and 0 < |ki| < i. (Note that such an integer exists, since 1/2 ≤ |iq/p| ≤ i/2). Then,
‖iy + kix2‖ = ‖ix1/p + (ki − iq/p)x2‖ ≤ ‖x1‖ .
When i is prime, then since 0 < |ki| < i, we must have gcd(i, ki) = 1. Therefore, the vector iy + kix2
must be primitive in the lattice spanned by y and x2 when i is prime. It follows from a suitable
effective version of the Prime Number Theorem that there are at least dp/(20 log p)e primes between
dp/4e and bp/2c (see, e.g., [Ros41]), as needed.
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We next show that we can find many primitive lattice vectors in a suitably large ball around 0.
Lemma 2.19. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn and radius r ≥ λ2(L),
ξ(L, r) >
√
r2 − λ2(L)2
λ1(L) +
⌊ r− λ2(L)
λ1(L)
⌋
.
Proof. Let v1, v2 ∈ Lwith ‖vi‖ = λi(L) and 〈v1, v2〉 ≥ 0. Then, for k = 0, . . . , b
√
r2 − λ2(L)2/λ1(L)c,
‖v2 − kv1‖2 = λ2(L)2 + k2λ1(L)2 − 2k〈v1, v2〉 ≤ r2 .
Similarly, for k = 1, . . . , b(r− λ2(L))/λ1(L)c,
‖v2 + kv1‖ ≤ λ2(L) + kλ1(L) ≤ r
The result follows by noting that all of these vectors are distinct and primitive in the lattice generated
by v1, v2 (as is v1).
2.7 Probability
We will also need the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound [Hoe63].
Lemma 2.20 (Chernoff-Hoeffding bound). Let X1, . . . , XN be independent and identically distributed ran-
dom variables with 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 1 and X := E[Xi]. Then, for s > 0
Pr
[
NX−∑Xi ≥ s
]
≤ e−s2/N ,
and
Pr
[
∑Xi − NX ≥ s
]
≤ e−s2/N .
3 DGS to CVP reduction
3.1 Sparsify and shift
We now present the main sparsification result that we require. In particular Theorem 3.1 (which
is immediate from the work done in Section 2.5, and is presented in this form here for the reader’s
convenience) shows the generic behavior of the sparsification procedure. Proposition 3.2 then applies
the theorem to show how sparsification interacts with a CVP oracle.
Theorem 3.1. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn with basis B, prime p, and lattice vectors x, y1, . . . , yN ∈ L such that
B−1x 6≡ B−1yi mod p for all i, we have
1
p
− N
p2
− N
pn−1
≤ Pr[〈z, B−1x + c〉 ≡ 0 and 〈z, B−1yi + c〉 6≡ 0 mod p ∀i] ≤ 1p +
1
pn
,
where z, c ∈ Znp are chosen uniformly and independently at random.
Proof. Simply apply Corollary 2.17 to B−1x and B−1yi.
Proposition 3.2. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Rn and
a prime p and outputs a full-rank sublattice L′ ⊆ L and shift w ∈ L such that, for any t ∈ Rn, x ∈ L with
N := |(L− t) ∩ ‖x− t‖ · Bn2 | − 1 < p, and any CVP oracle,
1
p
− N
p2
− N
pn−1
≤ Pr[CVP(t + w,L′) = x + w] ≤ 1
p
+
1
pn
.
In particular,
N
p
− N
2
p2
− N
2
pn−1
≤ Pr[dist(t + w,L′) ≤ ‖x− t‖] ≤ N
p
+
N
pn
.
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Proof. On input L ⊂ Rn with basis B and p, the algorithm samples z, c ∈ Znp uniformly and indepen-
dently at random. It then returns the sublattice
L′ := {x ∈ L : 〈z, B−1x〉 ≡ 0 mod p} ,
and the shift w := Bc.
By Claim 2.15, the algorithm can be run in polynomial time. Let y1, . . . , yN ∈ L be the unique
vectors such that ‖yi − t‖ ≤ ‖x − t‖ with yi 6= x. Note that CVP(L′, t + w) must be x + w if
〈z, B−1yi + c〉 6≡ 0 mod p for all i and 〈z, B−1x + c〉 ≡ 0 mod p. We therefore wish to apply The-
orem 3.1, which requires showing that B−1yi 6≡ B−1x mod p for all i.
Suppose on the contrary that B−1yi ≡ B−1x mod p for some i. Then, y := yi − x ∈ pL \ {0},
and there are therefore p + 1 lattice vectors on the line segment between yi and x (including the two
endpoints). Note that all of these vectors are at least as close to t as x. But, there can be at most
N + 1 < p + 1 such vectors, a contradiction. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 3.1, yielding the
result.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.2, we show that we can use a CVP oracle to sample nearly
uniformly from the lattice points in a ball around t. This relatively straightforward algorithm is the
core idea behind our reduction. For simplicity, we provide the algorithm with an estimate of the
number of points inside the ball as input. (In the next section, we show how to obtain this estimate
using roughly the same techniques.)
Lemma 3.3. For any efficiently computable f (n) with 2 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is an algorithm with access
to a CVP oracle that takes as input a lattice L ⊂ Qn, shift t ∈ Qn, radius r > 0, and integer N ≥ 1 and
outputs a vector y such that, if
N ≤ |L ∩ (rBn2 + t)| ≤ f (n)N ,
then the algorithm runs in expected polynomial time, and for any x ∈ L ∩ (rBn2 + t),
γ−1
|L ∩ (rBn2 + t)|
≤ Pr[y = x] ≤ γ|L ∩ (rBn2 + t)|
,
where γ := 1 + 1/ f (n). Furthermore, all of the algorithm’s oracle calls are on full-rank sublattices of the
input lattice.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that n ≥ 2. On input L ⊂ Qn, t ∈ Qn, r > 0, and
N ≥ 1, the algorithm chooses a prime p with 10 f (n)N ≤ p ≤ 20 f (n)N and calls the procedure from
Proposition 3.2 on input L and p, receiving as output a sublattice L′ ⊆ L and a shift w ∈ L. It then
calls its CVP oracle on input L′ and t + w, receiving as output y′. If ‖y′ −w − t‖ ≤ r, it outputs
y := y′ −w. Otherwise, it repeats.
From Proposition 3.2, we have that, after a single run of the algorithm,
1√
γ · p ≤
1
p
− N
p2
− N
pn−1
≤ Pr[y′ = x + w] ≤ 1
p
+
1
pn
≤
√
γ
p
.
Correctness follows immediately. Furthermore, note that the reduction outputs something on each
run with probability at least N√
γ f (n)p ≥ 1100 f (n)2 . So, in particular, the expected number of runs is
polynomial in n. It is clear that a single run takes polynomial time, and the result follows.
3.2 Counting the lattice vectors in a ball
We now show how to use the sparsification algorithm to approximate the number of lattice points in
a ball, given access to a CVP oracle. We will use this both to instantiate the procedure from Lemma 3.3
and directly in our DGS sampling procedure.
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Definition 3.4. For any parameter γ ≥ 1, γ-GapVCP (the Vector Counting Problem) is the promise problem
defined as follows: the input is a lattice L ⊂ Qn (represented by a basis), shift t ∈ Qn, radius r > 0, and an
integer N ≥ 1. It is a NO instance if |(L− t) ∩ rBn2 | ≤ N and a YES instance if |(L− t) ∩ rBn2 | > γN.
Theorem 3.5. For any efficiently computable function f (n) with 1 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is a polynomial-
time reduction from γ-GapVCP to CVP where γ := 1+ 1/ f (n). The reduction preserves dimension and only
calls the CVP oracle on sublattices of the input lattice.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that n ≥ 20 and f (n) ≥ 20. On input a lattice L ⊂ Qn
with basis B, target t ∈ Qn, r > 0, and N ≥ 1, the reduction behaves as follows. First, it finds a prime
p with 200 f (n)N ≤ p ≤ 400 f (n)N. Then, for i = 1, . . . , ` := d100 f (n)2 p2/N2e, the reduction calls
the procedure from Proposition 3.2 on L, t, and p. It receives as output Li and wi. It then calls the
CVP oracle on Li and t + wi, receiving as output a vector whose distance from t + wi is ri. Finally, it
returns yes if r ≤ ri for all but at most `N/p + 2
√
` values of ri and no otherwise.
It is clear that the reduction runs in polynomial time. Now, suppose |L ∩ (rBn2 + t)| ≤ N. By
Proposition 3.2, we have that for each i,
Pr[ri ≤ r] ≤ Np +
N
pn
<
N
p
+
1
2
√
`
.
Then, applying the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound (Lemma 2.20), we have
Pr[|{i : ri ≤ r}| > `N/p + 2
√
`] < 1/e .
So, the reduction returns the correct answer in this case with probability at least 1− 1/e.
On the other hand, suppose that |L ∩ (rBn2 + t)| > γN. Using the lower bound in Proposition 3.2,
Pr[ri ≤ r] ≥ γNp −
γ2N2
p2
− γ
2N2
pn−1
>
N
p
+
5√
`
.
Applying the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound again, we have
Pr[|{i : ri ≤ r}| ≤ `N/p + 2
√
`] < 1/e ,
as needed.
3.3 The DGS algorithm
Theorem 3.6. For any efficiently computable function f (n) with 1 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there exists an
(expected) polynomial-time reduction from (γ, ε)-DGS to CVP, where ε := 2− f (n) and γ := 1+ 1/ f (n). The
reduction preserves dimension and only calls the CVP oracle on full-rank sublattices of the input lattice.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that n ≥ 5 and s = 1. (If s 6= 1, we can simply rescale the
lattice.) On input L ⊂ Qn and t ∈ Qn, the reduction behaves as follows. It first calls its CVP oracle
to compute d := dist(t,L). For i = 0, . . . , ` := d100n2 f (n) log(10 + d)e, let ri :=
√
d2 + i/(10 f (n)).
For each i, the reduction uses its CVP oracle together with the procedure given in Theorem 3.5 to
compute Ni such that γ−1/10 · |(L− t) ∩ riBn2 | ≤ Ni ≤ |(L− t) ∩ riBn2 |.
Let w` := e−pir
2
` , and for i = 0, . . . , ` − 1, let wi := e−pir2i − e−pir2i+1 . Let W := ∑`i=0 Niwi. The
reduction then chooses an index 0 ≤ k ≤ `, from the distribution that assigns to index i probability
Niwi/W. It then runs the procedure from Lemma 3.3 with input L, t, rk, and Nk, receiving as output
a vector y ∈ (L − t) ∩ rkBn2 whose distribution is (γ1/10, 0)-close to the uniform distribution over
(L− t) ∩ rkBn2 . It then simply returns y.
To see that the reduction runs in polynomial time, first note that Lemma 2.1 implies that ` is
polynomial in the length of the input. Similarly, Corollary 2.3 implies that the Ni have bit lengths
polynomial in the length of the input. It follows that the reduction runs in expected polynomial time.
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We now prove correctness. Let A := (L − t) ∩ r`Bn2 be the support of y. By Corollary 2.6, DA is
within statistical distance ε of DL−t, so it suffices to show that the output of the reduction is (γ, 0)-
close to DA. In order to show this, it suffices to show that, for any x ∈ A, Pr[y = x] is proportional to
ρ(x), up to a factor of γ±1/2. Note that
Pr[y = x] =
1
W ∑i : ri≥‖x−t‖
wiNi · Pr[y = x | k = i] . (2)
For any i such that x ∈ (L− t) ∩ riBn2 , by Lemma 3.3 we have that
γ−1/5
Ni
≤ γ
−1/10
|(L− t) ∩ riBn2 |
≤ Pr[y = x | k = i] ≤ γ
1/10
|(L− t) ∩ riBn2 |
≤ γ
1/10
Ni
.
Let j be minimal such that x ∈ (L− t) ∩ rjBn2 . Plugging in the upper bound to Eq. (2), we have
Pr[y = x] ≤ γ
1/10
W
·∑
i≥j
wi =
γ1/10
W
· e−pir2j ≤
√
γ
W
· ρ(x) .
A nearly identical computation shows that Pr[y = x] ≥ ρ(x)/(√γW), as needed.
4 Centered DGS to SVP reduction
4.1 Sparsification
Since we are now interested in the SVP case, we can no longer handle the shifts used in Theorem 3.1
and Proposition 3.2 (neither the input shift t nor the output shifts w and c). As a result, we are forced
to consider the effect of sparsification on primitive vectors only, which requires new analysis. Recall
that ξ(L, r) := |Lprim ∩ rBn2 |/2 is the number of primitive lattice vectors in a ball of radius r (counting
±x as a single vector).
Theorem 4.1. For any lattice L ⊂ Rn with basis B, primitive lattice vectors y0, y1, . . . , yN ∈ Lprim with
yi 6= ±y0 for all i > 0, and prime p ≥ 101, if ξ(L, ‖yi‖) ≤ p/(20 log p) for all i, then
1
p
− N
p2
≤ Pr [〈z, B−1y0〉 ≡ 0 mod p and 〈z, B−1yi〉 6≡ 0 mod p ∀i > 0] ≤ 1p ,
where z ∈ Znp is chosen uniformly at random.
Proof. Let vi := B−1yi. By Lemma 2.18, we have that v0 is not a scalar multiple of vi mod p for any
i > 0. The result then follows from Lemma 2.16.
Proposition 4.2. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Rn
and a prime p ≥ 101 and outputs a full-rank sublattice L′ ⊆ L such that for every x ∈ L with N :=
ξ(L, ‖x‖)− 1 ≤ p/(20 log p) and λ1(L) > ‖x‖/p, we have that for any SVP oracle,
1
p
− N
p2
≤ Pr[SVP(L′) = ±x] ≤ 1
p
.
In particular,
N
p
− N
2
p2
≤ Pr [λ1(L′) ≤ ‖x‖] ≤ Np .
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Proof. On input L ⊂ Rn with basis B and p, the algorithm samples z ∈ Znp uniformly at random. It
then returns the sublattice
L′ := {x ∈ L : 〈z, B−1x〉 ≡ 0 mod p} .
It is clear that the algorithm runs in polynomial time. Since Pr[x ∈ L′] = 1/p, the upper bound
on the probability is immediate as well.
For the lower bound, let y0, . . . , yN ∈ Lprim such that ‖yi‖ ≤ ‖x‖, yi 6= ±yj, and y0 := x. Let
vi := B−1yi. Note that, if v0 ∈ L′ and vi /∈ L′ for i > 0, then SVP(L′) = ±x. (Here, we have used the
fact that λ1(L) > ‖x‖/p.) The result then follows from Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.3. For any efficiently computable f (n)with 2 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is an (expected) polynomial-
time algorithm with access to a SVP oracle that takes as input a lattice L ⊂ Qn, radius r > 0, and integer
N ≥ 1 and outputs a vector y ∈ L such that, if N ≤ ξ(L, r) ≤ f (n)N and λ1(L) > r/( f (n)ξ(L, r)), then
for any x ∈ Lprim ∩ rBn2 ,
γ−1
ξ(L, r) ≤ Pr[y = ±x] ≤
γ
ξ(L, r) ,
where γ := 1 + f (n). Furthermore, the algorithm preserves dimension and only calls its oracle on full-rank
sublattices of L.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that n ≥ 10. On input L ⊂ Qn, r > 0, and N ≥ 1, the
algorithm chooses a prime p with 100 f (n)N log(10 f (n)N) ≤ p ≤ 200 f (n)N log(10 f (n)N) and calls
the algorithm from Proposition 4.2 on input L and p, receiving as output a sublattice L′ ⊂ L. It then
calls its SVP oracle on input L′, receiving as output y. If ‖y‖ ≤ r, it outputs y. Otherwise, it repeats.
From Proposition 4.2, we have that, after a single run of the algorithm
γ−1/2
p
≤ 1
p
− N
p2
− N
pn−1
≤ Pr[y = ±x] ≤ 1
p
.
Correctness follows immediately. Furthermore, note that the algorithm terminates after a given run
with probability at least γ−1/2N/( f (n)p) ≥ 1/(1000 f (n)2 log(N f (n))). By Corollary 2.3, log(N) is
polynomial in the length of the input. So, in particular, the expected number of runs is polynomial in
the length of the input. It is clear that a single run takes polynomial time, and the result follows.
4.2 Counting the primitive lattice vectors in a ball around the origin
Definition 4.4. For any parameters β ≥ 0, γ ≥ 1, (β,γ)-GapPVCP (the Primitive Vector Counting Prob-
lem) is the promise problem defined as follows: the input is a lattice L ⊂ Qn (represented by a basis), radius
r > 0, and an integer N ≥ 1. It is a NO instance if ξ(L, r) ≤ N or if λ1(L) < βr/N and a YES instance if
ξ(L, r) > γN.
Intuitively, the condition that λ1(L) < βr/N handles the degenerate case in which there are
many non-primitive vectors that may “hide” the primitive vectors in the lattice. It is not clear that
this should be treated as a degenerate case in general, but it is clear that our methods fail in this case.
Theorem 4.5. For any efficiently computable f (n) with 1 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is a polynomial-time
reduction from (β,γ)-GapPVCP to SVP where β := 1/ f (n) and γ := 1+ 1/ f (n). The reduction preserves
dimension and only calls the SVP oracle on sublattices of the input lattice.
Proof. On input L ⊂ Qn with basis B, r > 0, and N ≥ 1, the reduction behaves as follows. It first
calls its SVP oracle on L to compute λ1(L). If λ1(L) > r or λ1(L) < βr/N, it returns no. The
reduction then finds a prime p with 200 f (n)N log(10 f (n)N) ≤ p ≤ 400 f (n)N log(10 f (n)N), and for
i = 1, . . . , ` := d100 f (n)2 p2/N2e, it calls the procedure from Proposition 4.2 on L and p, receiving as
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output Li. It then calls the SVP oracle on each Li, receiving as output a vector of length ri. Finally, it
returns yes if r ≤ ri for all but at most `N/p + 2
√
` values of ri and no otherwise.
It is clear that the reduction runs in polynomial time. We assume λ1(L) ≥ βr/N > r/p (since
otherwise the reduction clearly outputs the correct answer).
Suppose m := ξ(L, r) ≤ N. By Proposition 4.2, we have Pr[ri ≤ r] ≤ mp ≤ Np , for each i. Applying
the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound (Lemma 2.20), we have
Pr
[
|{i : ri ≤ r}| > N`p + 2
√
`
]
< 1/e .
So, the reduction returns the correct answer in this case with probability at least 1− 1/e.
Now, suppose ξ(L, r) > γN. We again apply Proposition 4.2 to obtain
Pr[ri ≤ r] ≥ γNp −
γ2N2
p2
>
N
p
+
5√
`
Applying the Chernoff-Hoeffding bound again, we have
Pr
[
|{i : ri ≤ r}| ≤ N`p + 2
√
`
]
< 1/e .
The result follows.
4.3 The centered DGS algorithm
Theorem 4.6. For any efficiently computable function f (n) with 1 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is an (expected)
polynomial-time reduction from (γ, ε)-cDGS to SVP, where ε := 2− f (n) and γ := 1+ 1/ f (n). The reduction
preserves dimension and only calls the SVP oracle on sublattices of the input lattice.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that s = 1. (If s 6= 1, we can simply scale the lattice.)
On input L ⊂ Qn, the reduction behaves as follows. First, it computes λ1(L) using its SVP oracle.
For i = 0, . . . , ` := d200n2 f (n)2e, let ri :=
√
λ1(L)2 + i/(100n f (n)). For each i, the reduction uses its
SVP oracle together with the procedure given in Theorem 4.5 to compute Ni such that
γ−1/10 · ξ(L, ri) ≤ Ni ≤ ξ(L, ri) , (3)
or Ni := 1 if λ1(L) < ri/(100n2 f (n)ξ(L, ri)). Let w` := ρ1/r`(Z \ {0}), and for i = 0, . . . , `− 1, let
wi := ρ1/ri(Z \ {0})− ρ1/ri+1(Z \ {0}). (Claim 2.14 shows one way to compute wi efficiently.)
Let W := ∑`i=0 Niwi. Then, the reduction outputs 0 with probability 1/(1 + W). Otherwise, it
chooses an index 0 ≤ k ≤ `, assigning to each index i probability Niwi/W. If Nk > 1, the reduction
then calls the procedure from Lemma 4.3 on inputL, rk, and Nk, receiving as output a vector x ∈ Lprim
that is distributed uniformly over Lprim ∩ rkBn2 , up to a factor of γ±1/10. If Nk = 1, the reduction
simply sets x = SVP(L). Finally, it uses the procedure from Lemma 2.13 to sample an integer z from
DZ\{0},1/‖x‖ and returns x¯ := z · x.
First, we note that the reduction runs in expected polynomial time. In particular, the Ni have
polynomial bit length by Corollary 2.3, and the various subprocedures have expected running times
that are polynomial in the length of their input.
We now prove correctness. Let L† be the set of all points that are integer multiples of a lattice
vector whose length is at most r` >
√
n f (n). By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to consider the distribution
DL† , as this is within statistical distance ε of DL. Then,
ρ(L† \ {0}) = ∑
y∈L†\{0}
ρ(y) = ∑
y∈Lprim∩√nBn2
ρ1/‖y‖(Z \ {0}) .
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A quick computation shows that for any y with ri−1 ≤ ‖y‖ ≤ ri, we have
ρ1/ri(Z \ {0}) ≤ ρ1/‖y‖(Z \ {0}) ≤ γ1/10 · ρ1/ri(Z \ {0}) .
Recalling the definition of the wi, it follows that
`
∑
i=0
ξ(L, ri)wi ≤ ρ(L† \ {0}) ≤ γ1/10 ·
`
∑
i=0
ξ(L, ri)wi .
Now, we would like to say that Ni ≈ ξ(L, ri), as in Eq. (3). This is of course true by definition ex-
cept when Ni = 1 and ξ(L, ri) > 1, i.e., when λ1(L) < ri/(100n2 f (n)ξ(L, ri)) and λ2(L) ≤ ri. But, in
this case, a quick computation together with Lemma 2.19 shows that ξ(L, ri+1) > 1/(100n f (n)λ1(L)),
and therefore Nj satisfies Eq. (3) for all j > i. (In other words, the Ni can only be “wrong” for at most
one value of i.) It follows that, for any i < `, we have
γ−1/5 ·∑
j≥i
ξ(rj,Lj)wj ≤∑
j≥i
Njwj ≤∑
j≥i
ξ(rj,Lj)wj .
(The case N` = 1 can be handled separately. Correctness in this case follows essentially immediately
from Lemma 2.5.) Putting everything together, we have that
γ−1/5 · ρ(L† \ {0}) ≤W ≤ γ1/5 · ρ(L† \ {0}) .
So, in particular, the probability that the reduction outputs 0 is 1/(1+W), which is a good approxi-
mation to the correct probability of 1/ρ(L†).
Now, for any y ∈ Lprim, it follows from Lemma 4.3 and the argument above that
γ−1/2 · ρ1/‖y‖(Z \ {0})
ρ(L†) ≤ Pr[x = ±y] ≤ γ
1/2 · ρ1/‖y‖(Z \ {0})
ρ(L†) . (4)
Finally, for any w ∈ L† \ {0}, let y be one of the two primitive lattice vectors that are scalar multiples
of w, and let z¯ such that w = z¯y. Then,
Pr[x¯ = w] = Pr[x = ±y] · Pr[z = z¯ | x = ±y]
= Pr[x = ±y] · ρ(w)
ρ1/‖y‖(Z \ {0})
The result follows from plugging the above equation into Eq. (4).
5 Sampling from other distributions
We note that our reductions from Sections 3 and 4 do not use any unique properties of the discrete
Gaussian distribution or of the `2 norm. Above, we focused on this particular case because it has
so many applications, while other distributions on lattices seem to be of much less interest. In this
section, we show that a much larger class of sampling problems can be reduced to CVP in various
different norms.
First, we show that the sparsification result in Proposition 3.2 naturally extends to arbitrary norms
K. In particular, for any norm K, we can use a CVP oracle in norm K to sample (nearly) uniformly
from the lattice points in a K-ball. (See below for the definitions.) We can naturally extend this to
any distribution that can be efficiently written as the weighted average of uniform distributions over
the lattice points in K-balls. For example, this will be enough to show how to use a CVP oracle in
the `q norm to sample from the natural `q generalization of the discrete Gaussian, which assigns to
x ∈ L− t probability proportional e−‖x‖qq , where ‖x‖q := (∑ |xi|q)1/q for 1 ≤ q < ∞ is the `q norm.
Below, we make this precise. For simplicity, we will not worry about the more difficult analogous
problem of reducing sampling from centered distributions to SVP.
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5.1 Arbitrary distributions and norms
Recall that any norm ‖ · ‖K over Rn is uniquely represented by a compact symmetric convex body
with non-empty interior K ⊂ Rn, its unit ball. The norm itself is then simply
‖x‖K := min{r : x ∈ rK} .
(Since we are interested in asymptotics, we formally identify K := (K1, K2, . . .) with a sequence of
such bodies with Kn ⊂ Rn, but we will ignore such details.) A K-ball with center c and radius r is
rK + c, the set of all points within distance r of c in the norm ‖ · ‖K.
We define the general problem that interests us below, together with the natural generalization of
CVP to arbitrary norms.
Definition 5.1. For any γ ≥ 1, ε > 0, and function χ mapping a shifted lattice L− t to a distribution over
L− t, the sampling problem (γ, ε)-LSPχ (the Lattice Sampling Problem) is defined as follows: The input is (a
basis of) a lattice L ⊂ Qn and a shift t ∈ Qn. The goal is to output a vector whose distribution is (γ, ε)-close
to χ(L− t).
Definition 5.2. For any norm ‖ · ‖K, the search problem CVPK (the Closest Vector Problem in norm K) is
defined as follows: The input is (a basis of) a lattice L ⊂ Qn and a target vector t ∈ Qn. The goal is to output
a lattice vector x such that ‖x− t‖K is minimal.
5.2 Sparsify, shift, count, and sample
We now observe that Proposition 3.2 generalizes to arbitrary norms. (One can simply check that the
proof of Proposition 3.2 does not use any special properties of the `2 norm.)
Proposition 5.3. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a basis B for a lattice L ⊂ Rn and
a prime p and outputs a sublattice L′ ⊆ L and shift w ∈ L such that, for any norm ‖ · ‖K, t ∈ Rn, x ∈ L
with N := |(L− t) ∩ ‖x− t‖ · K| < p, and any CVPK oracle,
1
p
− N
p2
− N
pn−1
≤ Pr[CVPK(t + w,L′) = x + w] ≤ 1p +
1
pn
.
And, from this, we obtain a generalization of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.5.
Definition 5.4. For any parameter γ ≥ 1 and norm ‖ · ‖K, γ-GapVCPK (the Vector Counting Problem in
norm K) is the promise problem defined as follows: the input is (a basis of) a lattice L ⊂ Qn, shift t ∈ Qn,
radius r > 0, and an integer N ≥ 1. It is a NO instance if |(L − t) ∩ rK| ≤ N and a YES instance if
|(L− t) ∩ rK| > γN.
Theorem 5.5. For any efficiently computable norm ‖ · ‖K and efficiently computable function f (n) with 2 ≤
f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is a polynomial-time reduction from γ-GapVCPK to CVPK, where γ := 1+ 1/ f (n).
Furthermore, there is an (expected) polynomial-time reduction from (γ, 0)-LSPχ to CVPK, where χ(L− t) is
the uniform distribution on (L − t) ∩ K (or χ is constant on −t if (L − t) ∩ K is empty). Both reductions
preserve dimension and only make calls to the CVPK oracle on sublattices of the input lattice.
5.3 Sufficiently “nice” distributions and the sampler
Recall that the sampling algorithm from Theorem 3.6 works by computing a finite sequence of balls
B0, . . . , B` such that the discrete Gaussian distribution is (γ, ε)-close to a weighted average of the
uniform distributions over these balls. This motivates the following definition and theorem.
Definition 5.6. For a norm K, γ = γ(n) ≥ 1, and ε = ε(n) > 0, we say that a function χ that maps a
shifted lattice L− t to a distribution over L− t is (γ, ε, K)-ball decomposable if it is (γ, ε)-close to a weighted
average of uniform distributions over the lattice points inside K-balls, and these balls and weightings can be
computed efficiently with access to a CVPK oracle.
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Theorem 5.7. For any efficiently computable norm K, γ = γ(n) ≥ 1, and ε = ε(n) > 0, if χ is (γ, ε, K)-ball
decomposable, then for any efficiently computable function 2 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is a polynomial-time
reduction from (γ′, ε)-LSPχ to CVPK, where γ′ := (1 + 1/ f (n))γ. The reduction preserves dimension and
only calls its oracle on sublattices of the input lattice.
Proof. On input L ⊂ Qn and t ∈ Qn, the reduction first calls the procedure guaranteed by Defini-
tion 5.6 to obtain a sequence of K-balls B0, . . . , B` and weights w0, . . . , w`. It then selects an index i
with probability wi. Finally, it uses the sampling procedure from Theorem 5.5 to sample a vector that
is (γ1/10, 0)-close to uniform over |(L− t) ∩ Bi| and outputs the result.
It is clear that the reduction runs in polynomial time. Correctness follows from the correctness of
the various subprocedures and some simple calculations.
Corollary 5.8. For any efficiently computable function 2 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n) and constant 1 ≤ q < ∞, there
is an efficient reduction from (γ, ε)-LSPχq to CVP`q , where γ := 1+ 1/ f (n), ε := e
− f (n), and χq(L− t) is
the distribution that assigns to each x ∈ L− t probability proportional to e−‖x‖qq .
Proof. It suffices to show that χq is (
√
γ, ε, `q)-ball decomposable, i.e., that there is an efficient algo-
rithm with access to a CVPq oracle that outputs balls and weights as in Definition 5.6. The algorithm
first computes d := miny∈L ‖y − t‖q using its CVPq oracle. For i = 0, . . . , ` := 100nq f (n)q+1, let
ri := (dq + i/(10 f (n)))1/q, ci := 0, and Bi := riK + ci. Let wˆ` := e−r
q
` , and for 0 ≤ i < `, let
wˆi := e−r
q
i − e−rqi+1 . The algorithm then uses the counting procedure from Theorem 5.5 to approxi-
mate |(L − t) ∩ Bi| = |(L − t− c) ∩ riK| up to a factor of γ1/10, receiving as output Ni. Finally, let
wi := Niwˆi. The algorithm then simply outputs the Bi and wi.
A simple calculation shows that this is a valid (
√
γ, ε, `q)-ball decomposition of χq.
6
√
n/ log n-SVP to centered DGS reduction and a lower bound
It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.5 that O(
√
n)-SVP reduces to DGS. In fact, we can do a
bit better.4
Proposition 6.1. For any efficiently computable function 10 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is a polynomial-time
reduction from γ-SVP to ( f , ε)-DGS, where γ := 10
√
n
log f (n) , and ε := 1/ f (n). The reduction only calls the
oracle on the input lattice.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that n is large enough so that f (n) < 2n−1. On input
L ⊂ Qn, the reduction behaves as follows. Let dmin, dmax > 0 such that dmin ≤ λ1(L) ≤ dmax such
that the bit lengths of dmin and dmax are polynomially bounded. (E.g., we can take dmin and dmax to
be the values guaranteed by Lemma 2.1.) For i = 0, . . . , 100n2dlog(dmax/dmin)e, let
si := (1+ 1/n2)i · dmin√
log f (n)
.
The reduction calls the DGS oracle on input L and si for each i, d100n f (n)2e times. It then returns the
shortest resulting non-zero vector.
It is clear that the reduction runs in polynomial time. Let i such that si−1 ≤ 10
√
1
log f (n) · λ1(L) <
si. Note that
Pr
X∼DL,si
[X = 0] <
1
1+ 4/ f (n)
< 1− 2/ f (n) .
4Interestingly, [ADRS15] achieves nearly identical parameters in a different context with a very different algorithm.
They work over the dual and only solve the decisional variant of γ-SVP. Though they are interested in exponential-time
algorithms, it is easy to see that their approach yields a polynomial-time reduction from (the decisional variant of) γ-SVP to
DGS for any γ = Ω(
√
n/ log n). See [ADRS15, Theorem 6.5]. Their reduction only requires samples above the smoothing
parameter, which is in some sense the reason that they only solve the decisional variant of SVP.
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By Lemma 2.5,
Pr
X∼DL,si
[‖X‖ > γ · λ1(L)] ≤ Pr
X∼DL,si
[‖X‖ > si
√
n] < 2−n .
Therefore, if the samples were truly from DL,si , each would be a valid approximation with probability
at least 2/ f (n)− 2−n. It follows that each sample from the DGS oracle is a valid approximation with
probability at least 1/ f (n)2 − 2−n/ f (n) > 1/(2 f (n)2), and the result follows.
We now show a lower bound on the length of non-zero discrete Gaussian vectors. In particular,
for any approximation factor γ = o(
√
n/ log n), we show a lattice (technically, a family of lattices
indexed by the dimension n) such that the probability that DL,s yields a γ-approximate shortest
vector is negligible for any s. This shows that any efficient reduction from γ-SVP to DGS with γ =
o(
√
n/ log n) must output a vector not returned by the DGS oracle and/or make DGS calls on a
lattice other than the input lattice.
Theorem 6.2. For any sufficiently large n and 2 < t <
√
n/10, there exists a lattice L ⊂ Qn with λ1(L) = t
such that for any s > 0,
Pr
X∼DL,s
[0 < ‖X‖ ≤ √n/10] < e−t2 .
In particular, for any t = ω(
√
log n), DL,s will yield a
√
n/(10t)-approximate shortest vector with at most
negligible probability.
Proof. Fix n. Let L′ ⊂ Qn−1 be an (n− 1)-dimensional lattice with ρs(L′) ≥ 1 + sn−1 and λ1(L) >√
n− 1/10, as promised by Lemma 2.7. Then, letL := L′⊕ tZ be the lattice obtained by “appending”
a vector of length t to L′. Note that the only vectors of length at most √n− 1/10 in L are those that
are multiples of the “appended” vector. So,
Pr
X∼DL,s
[0 < ‖X‖ ≤ √n− 1/10] ≤ ρs(tZ \ {0})
ρs(L′) ≤
ρs/t(Z \ {0})
1+ sn−1
.
Now, if s ≤ t, then the numerator is less than e−t2 . If s > t, then we have
ρs/t(Z \ {0})
1+ sn−1
<
s
1+ sn−1
<
1
sn/2
<
1
tn/2
< e−t
2
,
where we have used the fact that ρs′(Z \ {0}) < s′, and the fact that 2 < t <
√
n/10.
7 CVP to DGS reduction
For completeness, we give a simple reduction from CVP to DGS. It suffices to find a parameter s that
is small enough so that the weight of a closest vector to the target is much larger than the weight of
all non-closest vectors. The only slightly non-trivial observation necessary is that we can take s large
enough that it still has polynomial bit length.
Proposition 7.1. For any efficiently computable function 2 ≤ f (n) ≤ poly(n), there is a polynomial-time
reduction from CVP to ( f , ε)-DGS where ε := 1 − 1f (n) . The reduction succeeds with probability at least
1/(2 f (n)2) and only makes one oracle call on L− t where L is the input lattice and t is the input target.
Proof. On input L ⊂ Qn and t ∈ Qn, the reduction behaves as follows. Let q ≥ 1 with polynomial
bit length such that L ⊆ Zn/q and t ∈ Zn/q. Let d be the upper bound on µ(L) guaranteed by
Lemma 2.1 (which in particular has polynomial bit length), and let s := (100 f (n)nq log(10 + d))−1.
The reduction simply samples y from DL−t,s and returns y + t ∈ L.
It is clear that the reduction runs in polynomial time. Note that for any point x ∈ L that is not a
closest point to t, we must have ‖x− t‖2 ≥ dist(t,L)2 + 1/q2. By Corollary 2.6, we have
Pr
X∼DL−t,s
[‖X‖2 ≥ dist(t,L)2 + 1/q2] < e−1/(ns2q2) < e−2 f (n)n .
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Therefore, any distribution within statistical distance ε of DL−t,s + t must output a closest point with
probability at least 1/ f (n)− e−2 f (n)n > 1/(2 f (n)). It follows that the oracle outputs a closest point
with probability at least 1/(2 f (n)2), as needed.
Corollary 7.2. CVP is equivalent to DGS under polynomial-time, dimension-preserving reductions.
Proof. Combine Theorem 3.6 with Proposition 7.1.
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